INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
INK RIBBON CARTRIDGE RE-INKER
FOR TermiNet 340 LINE PRINTER FAMILY

UNSCREW CAP AND RETAIN FOR FUTURE USE. FOR STUB-BORN CARDS, USE SOCKET IN BOTTOM OF RIBBON CARTRIDGE.

LOWER RE-INKER INTO POSITION ON LEFT END OF INK RIBBON CARTRIDGE BY TILTING BOTTOM OF RE-INKER INWARD

KEEP FRONT TAB ABOVE FRONT CARTRIDGE HOLES WHILE INSERTING WICK

PLH-7001
PLH-7002
PLH-7003

CAUTION

ALWAYS REMOVE RE-INKER BEFORE REMOVING INK RIBBON CARTRIDGE OR SHIPPING PRINTER. REPLACE CAP TIGHTLY OVER WICK BEFORE SHIPPING OR STORING RE-INKER.
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